When you ShareYear-Round
you become a link in the chain
of solidarity made up of men
and women committed to
promoting social justice
and human dignity!

A cup of coffee per day, you will enable
a girl from Indonesia to go to school for
a year and learn to read and write.

Effective
Your regular support enables us to make
commitments to long-term activities alongside
the most vulnerable communities, implement
lasting solutions that promote social justice,
and quickly respond to humanitarian crises.
It also helps us to reduce our administrative
and operational costs.

A movie outing, you will enable three
Afghan women to receive a microcredit
loan and training for two months, allowing
them to start their own businesses, generate
revenue and gain autonomy.
A dinner at a restaurant, you will enable
West African farmers to produce better
harvests for a year and protect themselves
against the risk of famine.

i.e.

$20
/month
i.e.

$30

/month
i.e.

$40

/month

Transparent
At Development and Peace, we are committed to
financial transparency. Every year, you will receive
an annual report that provides verified financial
statements and a summary of the activities you
are supporting.

An organization you can trust
No matter the amount, your donation will
be used wherever it helps the most.

Thank you! Your stamp reduces our fees.

For the price of

You no longer need to mail cheques. Your donation
will be automatically withdrawn from your bank
account or credit card each month. You can
change the amount of your donation or cancel
the withdrawals at any time.

Share Year-Round
is simple for you,
economical for
Development and Peace,
and effective for those
in need.

- Pope Francis

Simple

— Madeleine Pothier-Picard, member
of Development and Peace for 15 years.

“ How marvellous it would be if, at the end of the day,
each of us could say: today I have performed an act
of charity towards others! ”

LOOK WHAT YOUR SUPPORT CAN DO!

Committed to change

ADVANTAGES

Be part of the solution! By becoming
a monthly donor through the Share
Year-Round program, you can
make an immediate contribution
to those who are striving for greater
human dignity. Social justice is an
ongoing struggle.”

They used to refer to us as poor
people. Those days are over! With
your support, we’ve accumulated
capital and have been able to
purchase some cows. Now we
want more livestock so that all our
children can benefit from proper
nutrition and go to school.”
— Abaynesh, a farmer and beneficiary of the
activities of the Diocese of Harar Caritas, a
Development and Peace partner in Ethiopia.

By promoting civil society and
fostering a complete respect for
human rights, the programs of
Development and Peace contribute
to peaceful conflict resolution and
to the process of peacemaking itself.
In fact, building a lasting peace
doesn’t just mean convincing
people to lay down their arms;
it also means working to eliminate
poverty and injustice.”
— Tor Iorapuu, Executive Director of YARAC
in Nigeria, a long-time Development
and Peace partner.
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Development and Peace is also the Canadian
member of Caritas Internationalis, one of the
world’s largest humanitarian aid networks.

Registered charity number: 1 1882 9902 RR 0001

I may revoke my authorization at any time, subject to providing notice of 30 days.
I have certain recourse rights if any debit does not comply with this agreement. For example,
I have the right to receive reimbursement for any debit that is not consistent with this PAD
Agreement. To obtain more information on my recourse rights, a sample cancellation form,
or for more information on my right to cancel a PAD Agreement, I may contact my financial
institution or visit www.cdnpay.ca.

Ms.

Created in 1967, Development and Peace
is addressing the root causes of global
poverty by supporting local community
organizations in Africa, Asia, Latin America
and the Middle East who are working
alongside the most poor and vulnerable,
and by raising awareness here in Canada
on issues of injustice.

Yes, I want to provide long-term support
to Development and Peace
$30

I authorize Development and Peace to withdraw
$20

From my bank account* on the 1st
*The best way to give!

ou le 15th

I’m including a void cheque that can be used to identify my bank
and account number.
OR
From my credit card on the 1st

Card #:
Name of card holder:
Signature:

CF050

Development and Peace is the official
international development organization of
the Catholic Church in Canada. Its actions
are inspired by the values of the Gospel,
particularly the “preferential option for
the poor.”

